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MG56n156 Nemin

 WIP: This article is a work in progress and is not yet approved for usage in the RP.
General

Faction: Kingdom of Neshaten
Damage Rating(K1,2,3,4): Tier 2, Medium Anti-Personnel

Damage Rating(K5): Tier 3, Heavy Anti-Personnel
Caliber: 12.7×99mm

Damage Description: Depends on Cartridge used.
Effective Range: 1,900 Meters

Price: Not available to civilians
Muzzle Velocity: 4,930 m/s

Muzzle Blast: large, red
Recoil: medium-heavy

Energy Source: Varies on weapon, primarily electromagnetic.

The Nemin Cartridge was developed in EE 002 and put into service in EE 002-v alongside the VU1C
Medium Ballistic Repeater.

About

The MG56n156 Nemin, also known as the Machine Gun-56-Nero-156 Nemin, but commonly just called the
Nemin Cartridge, is a catridge developed for the VU1C Medium Ballistic Repeater and is classified as a
12.7×99mm. The cartridge is mainly used for machine guns, both medium and heavy but can also be
used with sniper rifles or within the gun barrels of atmospheric fighters - as this round is useless in space.

Cartridge Types

Only one type of ammo exists.

Type Description

Tracer, K1 Primarily a training round, used to observe fire, signal and designate
targets. Identified by its gold tip

Incendiary, K2 Used against flammable targets, has a red tip
Ball, K3 used against personnel and unarmoured targets, has a black tip

Armour-Piercing, K4 used against lightly armoured vehicles (such as cars), shelters, and
personnel. Has a green tip

Saboted Light Armour
Penetrator, K565

A heavy round used to breach up twenty eight mm's of armour at 2000
yards. Used against medium and heavily armoured objects such as
vehicles and personnel. Has a shiny silver tip
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OOC Information

This is the Neshaten version of the .50 BMG.
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